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WedeScribeatechniqueforcorrectionofar@factsinexercise@Â°i1@ photonemission
computed tomography (SPECT)images arising from abrupt or gradual translational
movement of the heart during acquisition. The procedure involves the tracking of the â€œcenter
oftheheartsinserialprojectionimagesusinganalgorithmwh@hwecallâ€œdivergingsquaresâ€•.
Each pro@on image@ then realigned in the x-y plane so that the heart center conforms to
the projected position of a fixed point in space. The Shiftedprojections are reconstructed
using the normal filteredbackprojection algorithm. In validationstudies, the motion correction
procedure successfully ehmrnatedmovement artifacts in a heart phantom. Image qualitywas
also Improvedin over one-hall of 36 exercise thalliumpatient studies. The corrected images
had smootherand morecontinuousleftventricularwalls,greaterClantyof the leftventricular
cavfty,and reduced streak artifacts. Rest injected or redistributionimages, however, were
often made worse, due to reduced heart to liveractivityratios and poor tracking of the heart
center. Analysis of curves of heart position versus projection angle suggests that translation
of the heart is common during imagingafter exercise, and results from both abrupt patient
movements, and a gradual upward shift of the heart. Our motion correction technique
appears to represent a promisingnew approach for eliminationof movement artifacts and
enhancement of resolution in exercise @Â°i1@ SPECT images.
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hallium-201 (@Â°â€˜â€œfl)single photon emission corn
puted tomography (SPECF) has been shown to be
valuableforassessingregionalmyocardialperfusionin
patients with known or suspected coronary artery dis
ease (1-8). Increasingly, thallium SPEDâ€•has been
found to be superior to standard planar imaging, with
improved lesion contrast and spatial localization, and
fewer chest wall attenuation artifacts (1â€”6).However,
SPECT may be associated with significant reconstruc
tion artifacts, and system performance may be limited
by errors in the acquired emission data which are
propagated through the reconstruction process (9,10).
A contributing factor to the loss of image quality in
perfusion studies may be a shift in heart position within
the thorax during acquisition, due to voluntary or in
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voluntary patient movement, or changes in central
blood volume or lung volume. The effect of organ
movement is to misalign the projection images and
introduce an unmodeled blur function into the recon
struction, leading to the loss ofresolution and introduc
tion ofimageartifacts.

Image degradation due to changing heart position
has been documented (11,12) and voluntary patient
motion artifacts have been simulated and described
(13). In addition, a gradual upward shift in the position
of the heart has been described following cessation of
vigorous exercise, termed â€œupwardcreepâ€•(14), which
results in artifactual perfusion defects in the inferior left
ventricular wall. Although the problems created by
heart movement are well understood, no procedure to
correct the error has been published.

In this report we describe a technique to correct for
the average shift in heart position occurring between
projection images by appropriately realigning each of
the 60 images contained in a 180-degree acquisition.
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This paper describes the algorithms and techniques
involved in heart movement correction and presents an
initial evaluation of its performance in phantoms and

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview
The correctionprocedurebeginsby locatingthe positionof

the heart in each projection image. The â€œcenterof the heartâ€•
is defined as the center ofa standardizedsquareregion that is
roughly the size of an average emission projection image of
the heart.Everyprojectionimage is then shiftedpriorto
reconstruction, such that the heart location in the shifted
image correspondsto the projected location of an arbitrary
fixed point in space.

Object Tracking
In order to successfullyalign the projection images, the

position of the â€œcenterof the heartâ€•must be identified and
locatedin eachprojectionimage.In initialattempts,a gamma
emitting markerwas attachedto the patient'sthoraxin various
positions, including the suprasternal notch, left supraclavicu
lar area, left mid-axillary line, xiphoid, and upper and lower
thoracic spine, in an effort to locate an external reference
point that would move consistentlywith the heart. Although
external markers accurately reflected gross patient motion in
the axis of, and perpendicularto the axis of, the table,they
did not track the â€œupwardcreepâ€•motion ofthe heart, nor did
they consistentlymove with the heartas the left arm was
raised above the head to allow passageof the camera head
close to the thorax. Thus, although external markers have
been successfullyemployed for planar exercisescintigraphic
studies (15), they do not appear to be applicableto tomo
graphic systems.

In the technique we have developed, the heart itself is
followedin eachprojectionusinga modificationof theâ€œcon
verging squaresâ€•algorithm (16), which we call â€œdiverging
squaresâ€•.It is used to identifyand track that square regionof
the imagecontainingthe most counts, the center of which is

FIGURE1
Illustration of diverging squares al
gorfthm used to track the heart cen
tar.Initially,a 10 x 10 pixelbox is
placed withinthe heart. By annexing
one adjacent row and column, the
box is expanded to produce four 11
x 11 pixelsquares. The one contsin
ing the highest counts is chosen and
further expanded by adding one ad
jacent row and column to form four
12 x 12 pixelsquares.Theprocess
is repeated until the square reaches
a size of 20 x 20 pixels; the center
is defined as the â€œheartcenterâ€•and
is used to position the initial10 x 10
pixel box in the next projection im
age. The counts shown are repre
sentative of the values found in our
studies but do not come from one
specific study.

defined as the â€œcenterof the heartâ€•.The first step in the
diverging squares algorithm is to interactively position a 10 x
10 pixel square (3 mm/pixel) over the interior of the left
ventricle (the chamber) in the first projection image. The
algorithm then proceeds to form four 11 x 11 pixel squares,
each of whichcontainsthe initial 10 x 10squareplus one of
the four possible adjacent row-column pairs (Fig. I). That 11
x 11 square (of the four) with the highest total counts is
chosen, and four 12 x 12 pixel squares are formed, each of
which contains the chosen 11 X 11 pixel square plus an
additionaladjacentrow-columnpair.That12x 12square(of
the four) with the highest total counts is chosen, and the
process is repeateduntil the squareis expanded to a size of 20
x 20 pixels,a sizewhichwe found encompassesmost of the
left ventricular myocardium in an average patient. The center
of this final 20 x 20 pixel square is considered the â€œcenterof
the heartâ€•in the first projection. For the successive projec
tions, the algorithm beginsby centeringthe initial 10 x 10
pixelsquareon the previousprojection'sâ€œheartcenterâ€•,and
proceeds in the same manner as described above to expand
the squareto a size of2O x 20 pixels.

Projection Alignment
Thealignmentalgorithmshiftsthepositionof theheartin

each projectionimage such that the center ofthe heartfollows
the projection trajectoryof an off-axis, fixed point in space
(sinusoidal motion in the x dimension and a straightline in
the z dimension). For the geometry illustratedin Figure2, the
location in image coordinates (x1, y) of the projection of a
point located at (x, y, z) can be shown by simple geometry to
be

x = A sin (0 â€”

y1= z

patients.

where

w = tan@' (y/x) and

0 = camera angle and

A = (x2+ y2)Â½

CENTER
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Camera
Center

(x1,Yj)
FIGURE2
Diagram showing the relations betweencenterofrotation(origin),
camera head undergoing counter
clockwise circular orbit at projection
angle 0, and offset fixed point in
space with three-space coordinates
x, y, z and projected image coordi
natesx@,y. Inourimagingsystem,0
= 0 is defined as vertically down

wards.The dashed lineat angle rep
resents the projection on the x-y
planeof thechordconnectingthe
originand x, y, z. See text for details.
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These equations assume that the origin is at the axis of
rotation of the camera gantry. For a fixed point in space,
therefore, the location of the projection of that point in an
acquired, raw projection image is uniquely determined.

The selectionof valuesfor the parametersA and w, as
definedabove, is arbitraryfor the ifiteredback-projection
parallelbeam data used here. The projectionimagesmay be
shifted to positions corresponding to any fixed point using the
equations above, as long as the original relative angular de
pendence of the projections is preserved. The location of the
heart within the reconstructed image varies with the choice of
different fixed point projection trajectories. Values of A = w
= 0, for example, would result in the heart appearing in the

centerof the image,whichrepresentsthe centerof rotation.
A determines the distance of the heart from the center of the
reconstruction matrix, while w affects its angular position in
the matrix.

For convenience,we chose valuesfor A and w basedon
typical heart locations in patient studies (A = 25 pixels, or 7.5
cm, off the axis of rotation; w = 0). Each projection image
was first shifted in the x-direction so that the x-coordinate of
the heartcenterconformedto the relationx1= 25 (sin 0) +
AOR, where 0 begins at 140â€•(the first projection angle) and
increases 3Â°for each successive projection image, and AOR
represents the axis of rotation. The AOR x-offset, which is
determined by a line source calibration study, is required in
the equationbecausein our implementation,the originis in
the lowerleft handcornerof the matrixratherthan at the
actual AOR. Each image was then shifted in the y-direction,
to align the y-coordinate of the heart center with the y-value
determinedin thefirstprojectionimage.

Phantom Studies
To assessthe abilityof the motioncorrectionprogramto

improve image quality of commercially available SPECT
phantom was used with a heartinsert oriented approximately
450 off the longitudinal axis (Data Spectrum Corporation).

Theouterchamberofthe insert,simulatingthemyocardium,
was filled with thallous-20l chloride, 2 @@Ci/ml,and a capillary
tubecontainingthesameconcentrationoftracerwasattached
to theoutsideofthe phantomalongthelongitudinalaxis.The

phantomwasfilledwithnonradloactivewater.Usinga large
field of view tomographic camera (Technicare Omega 500,
Technicare,Solon,OH) fittedwitha general-all-purpose,par
allel hole collimator, and interfaced with a Technicare 560
computer, projectionimages (128 x 128)were obtained every
30 over 180Â° from 40Â° â€œright anterior obliqueâ€• (defined as

â€œ140Â°â€•in our system)to 50Â°â€œleftposteriorobliqueâ€•(defined
asâ€œ320Â°â€•)with l.4x cameramagnification.Rawimageswere
correctedby a 128 million count flood field,and 3 pixel (9
mm) thick transaxialimages were obtained by reconstruction
using a filtered backprojection algorithm (Hanning filter with
an 0.30 cutoffor Shepp-Loganfilterwith a cutoff of 0.70).

Two additional studies were acquired to simulate heart
motion. For transaxial motion, the ECT table, including phan
tornand capillarytube,was movedsidewaysapproximately
2.5 cm at image number 17, corresponding to a 10Â°left
anterior oblique projection. To simulate axial motion, the
table was moved upwards2.5 cm at image number 17. Trans
axial images were reconstructed with and without application
of the heart tracking and projection alignment algorithms
described above, and for each study the three image sets
original acquisition, motion without correction, and motion
with correctionâ€”werecompared. To more quantitativelyassesstheeffectsofmotioncorrection,profileswereconstructed
through the cross-sectional images of the capillary tube, and
thefullwidthat halfmaximum(FWHM)wasdetermined.

Patient Studies
Standardexercise20â€•fltomographicimageswereobtained

in 36 subjects using the same camera/collimator system de
scribed above. Eleven subjects were normal volunteers, 14
were asymptomatic siblings of patients with premature coro
nary artery disease (ten ofthe siblings had undergone coronary
arteriography),and 11 were symptomatic patients being eval
uated for coronary artery disease (eight with coronary arteri
ography).Projectionimageswereacquiredevery3Â°over 180Â°,
30 sec per view, as in the phantom studies. The radius of
rotation was as small as possible, averaging â€˜@-20cm. Trans
axial slices (3 pixels thick) were reconstructed by filtered
backprojection (Hanning 0.30 filter). Attenuation correction
wasnot performed.Thetransaxialdatawerethenreoriented
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around the true cardiac longitudinal axis to form short axis
and vertical long axis image sets.

To comparemotion-correctedand nonmotion-corrected
images for each patient, the projection data were reconstructed
again following application ofthe motion correction algorithm
described above. For each ofthe three orientations (transaxial,
short axis, and long axis), eight slices from the standard image
set were displayed side by side with the corresponding eight
slices from the motion-corrected study. The image sets were
displayed in random order on the video monitor and viewed
by three experienced observerswho were blinded as to which
image set was standard and which was motion corrected.
Image quality was assessed visually according to the smooth
ness and continuity of myocardial walls, clarity of the left
ventricularcavity, and absence ofstreak artifacts. Paired image
sets were compared to determine whether one of the two
studies was â€œmuchbetterâ€•,â€œsomewhatbetterâ€•,or â€œnotsignif
icantlydifferentâ€•than the other. The code identifyingwhich
image set was motion corrected was broken only after all of
thepatientshadbeenanalyzed.

To determinetheabilityof themotioncorrectionprogram
to work successfullyunder conditions of reducedtotal counts
and heart/backgroundratio, ten redistributionstudiesand ten
restinjectedthalliumtomographicstudiesweremotioncor
rected and compared with the standard image set.

To determine whether motion correction might artifac
tually eliminate exercise perfusion defects, particularly inferior
ones, ten patients were randomly selected with known right
and/or circumflex coronary artery disease and an inferior wall
defect in the nonmotion corrected exercise study. The cor
rected and noncorrected image sets were displayed in random
order and compared.

RESULTS

Phantom Studies
The ability of the motion correction algorithm to

eliminate transaxial and axial movement-related si-ti
facts was evaluated in the SPECT heartphantom (Figs.
3 and 4). The first row in Figure 3, obtained without
movement of the phantom, shows from left to right, a
reconstructedcross-sectionalslice through the capillary
tube, a reconstructed slice through the simulated left
ventricle, a â€œsinogramâ€•through the capillary tube (oh
tamed by vertically stacking the same one pixel thick
horizontal row from each ofthe 60 successive projection
images), and a sinogram-type display of the x-coordi
nate and y-coordinate of the computer-determined
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Heart phantom study: effect of transaxial (x-direction) movement. See text.
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FIGURE4
Heart phantom study: effect of 2.5
cmaxial(y-direction)movementat
projection image 17 on short axis
tomogram, and correction by motion
correctionalgorithm.

â€œcenterof the heartâ€•,presented as a stacked plot from
the first to the last projection image. Note that the â€œleft
ventricularâ€• image is smooth and free of artifacts, and
that the derivedx-coordinate curve ofthe â€œheartcenterâ€•
closely matches the sinogram through the capillary
tube. The y-coordinate curve deviates by one pixel (3
mm) at some projection angles, despite the absence of
real motion, possibly because of statistical noise or a
change in the shape of the simulated left ventricle as
the camera moves around the phantom. The middle
row shows the effects of2.5 cm oftransverse (transaxial)
motion applied at projection image number 17. The
point source is blurred,the transaxialimage ofthe â€œleft
ventricleâ€•shows significant artifacts, including two hot

areas, an apparent reduction of activity at the â€œapexâ€•,
and a streakextending from the back of the â€œseptumâ€•,
and the sinogramshows an abruptrightwardmovement
about one third of the way up from the bottom, cone
sponding to the translational movement of the phan
tom. The heart-center tracking program successfully
identifies the heart movement, with the x-coordinate
curve precisely mirroring the capillary tube sinogram
and the y-coordinate curve showing no significant
change. The bottom row shows the results of motion
correction. The point source is again sharp and round,
the â€œleftventricleâ€•is free of artifactsand the sinogram
is again smooth. Each projection image has been re
aligned so that the â€œcenterofthe heartâ€•is shifted to an
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Much
betterSomewhatbetterNodifferenceSomewhworseat

Much
worseNormal

volunteers14600(n
=11)Siblings

(n =14)54320Clinical
(n = 11)32510Total

(n = 36)9
(25%)1

0
(28%)14 (39%)3 (8%)0 (0%)

No motion2.41 cm1 .22cmMotion4.20
cm2.41cmMotion

corrected2.47 cm1 .58 cm

TABLE 2
Motion-Corrected Compared with Uncorrected Exercise

Studies

arbitrary but fixed point in space, resulting in a sino
gram of somewhat different amplitude and phase. The
right panel shows the uncorrected and corrected x
coordinate curves of the heart center. The y-coordinate
curve of the shifted data (not shown) is represented by

a vertical line. Measurements of the FWHM for the
point source obtained without motion, with motion,
and after motion correction, are provided in Table 1.

Figure 4 shows the image degradation arising from
axial movement of the heart phantom (2.5 cm at pro
jection image number I7) and the improvement after
motion correction. The sinograms show the tracked x
and y positions of the heart center before and after
image realignment.

To determine whether application of motion correc
tion might cause artifactual defects in the heart phan
torn, the algorithm was applied to a normal data set
that had been acquired without movement ofthe phan
torn. The reconstructed images appeared virtually iden
tical to the non-motion corrected images.

Patient Studies
Motion correction provided an improvement in im

age quality in over halfofthe exercise studies examined
in blinded readings (Table 2). In 25% of patients the
motion corrected study was judged â€œmuchbetterâ€•than
the standard image set, while in an additional 28% it
was judged â€œsomewhatbetterâ€•.In only three patients
(8%) was the motion corrected exercise study judged to
be worse. A review of these three patients revealed the
following: in one patient, heart tracking at the beginning
and end of the acquisition was suboptimal due to low
heart activity; the second patient, an asymptomatic
sibling with a normal exercise test, had a streak artifact
at the apex in the motion corrected study but also had
more homogeneous uptake in the inferior wall (no
reason could be ascertained for the streak artifact); the
third patient had a very small difference between cor
rected and noncorrected studies and no cause could be
found. Results of motion correction were similar in the
normal volunteer, sibling, and clinical subject groups
(Table 2).

Movement artifacts were most frequently related to
either abrupt shifts in heart position as the left arm was
raised above the head for close camera positioning, or
to gradual â€œupwardcreepâ€•in heart position during

TABLE I
Phantom Study: FWHMof Cross-Section Through Line

Source

Reconstruction filter

Hanning0.30 Shepp-Logan0.70

acquisition. Figure 5 illustrates significant image deg
radation in a sibling with a normal coronary arterio
gram due to a sudden I.8 cm upward movement of the
heart (shift in y-coordinate of the heart center) as the
left arm was repositioned. The transaxial view shows
blurring ofthe left ventricular cavity and streak artifacts
arising from the apex; the short axis view shows seg
mentation of myocardial activity, a â€œhotspotâ€•in the
lateral wall, and an apparent inferior wall perfusion
defect; and the long axis view shows blurring and
smudging of the inferior wall and a â€œhotspotâ€•at the
apex. After motion correction, the images are markedly
improved with more homogeneous distribution of ac
tivity, greater clarity of the left ventricular cavity, and
diminution of streak artifacts.

Figure 6 illustrates image degradation in another
sibling with normal coronary arteries resulting from
shifts in both x and y positions of the heart coincident
with left arm repositioning. The y-coordinate curve
shows an upward shift of 1.2 cm over about six projec
tion angles, while the x-coordinate curve demonstrates
a sudden shift to the left over two angles. The transaxial
view shows prominent streak artifacts coming off the
lateral wall, apex, and back of the septum, while the
short axis view shows an apparent inferior wall perfu
sion defect. After motion correction, the streak artifacts
are gone and the inferior wall â€œdefectâ€•is less apparent,
although not completely gone. Attenuation effects may
account for the remainder of the inferior wall artifact.

Figure 7 illustrates image artifacts in a normal vol
unteer subject caused by â€œupwardcreepâ€•,gradual up
ward displacement ofthe heart (change in y-coordinate)
without any abrupt translational shifts. The transaxial
view shows a hot spot at the junction of the right and
left ventricles; the short axis view shows hot spots in
the lateral and anterior walls, a distortion of left yen
tricular shape, segmentation of the left ventricle, and
moderate streak artifacts; the long axis view shows a
very prominent artifact resembling an extra ventricular
wall with decreased uptake in the inferior region. After
motion correction the left ventricular activity is ho
mogeneous and the â€œextrawallâ€•has disappeared.
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FIGURE5
Exercise images from a patient @thnormal coronary artenogram. Wcorrected images show artifactual inferiorwall
perfusiondefectwhichdisappearsafter motioncorrection.Sinogramdisplaytrackingthe x- and y-coordinatesof the
heart center indicates a sudden upward shift in heart posit@nabout one-third of the way through acquisition, probat@y
related to raising of left arm over head. See text.

Since motion correction appeared to make the infe
nor wall in particular more homogeneous, we corn
pared corrected and uncorrected exercise studies from
ten patients with known right and/or circumflex coro
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nary artery disease to evaluate the possibility that mo
tion correction might â€œblurâ€•inferior wall perfusion
defects. On a scale of 0 (no defect) to +++ (severe
defect), the number ofpatients with inferior wall defects
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FIGURE6
Exercise Images from a second patient with normal coronary artenogram. Uncorrected images show artifactual inferior
wall perfusiondefect relatedto shifts in both the x- and y-coordinatesof the heart center. Correctedimage set is
&gnmcantiyimproved.See text.
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FIGURE7
Exercise images from a normal volunteer with a normal stress test. Artifactual â€œextrawallâ€•is seen in uncorrected image
set related to gradual â€œupwardcreepâ€•of heart. Corrected images are markedly improved. See text.

DISCUSSION

We have developed a technique for correction of
motion artifacts in 2OVflSPECT images arising from
both patient motion and a gradual upward shift in heart
position following exercise. Although others have de
scribed methods for monitoring the heart movement
during acquisition of SPECT studies using summed
projection images of the heart (1 7) or cross-correlation
techniques (18), this study represents the first report of
an automated method for correction of the artifacts
produced by abrupt or gradual translational movements
ofthe heart. The procedure involves the tracking of the
â€œcenterof the heartâ€•in serial projection images and
realigning each projection image in the x-y plane so
that the center conforms to an arbitrarybut fixed point
in space. The shifted projectionsare then backprojected
in the normal manner. The procedure does not affect
normal acquisition proceduresand does not requirethe
collection of any additional data. The software, written
in BASIC, currently takes @--9mm to correct a full 60-
image projection set on our tomographic system. Quan
titative and qualitative phantom studies, as well as
initial patient exercise studies, indicate a significant
improvement in the overall quality of SPECT images
following application of this correction.

We investigated several different methods of deter
mining heartlocation. The â€œconvergingsquaresâ€•inten
sity peak finding algorithm and centroid tracking meth
ods were both implemented, but behaved poorly due to
the influence ofprojected source activity external to the
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were as follows: 3 with +++, 4 with ++, 1 with +, 1

with Â±,1 with 0. In each patient the reading on the
motion corrected study was identical.

Although results were good with correction of exer
cisc studies, the same could not be said for redistribu
tion or rest-injectedstudies. Blinded visual comparison
of ten redistribution studies showed that the motion
corrected images were â€œmuchbetterâ€•than the uncor
rected images in two patients, â€œsomewhatbetterâ€• in
two, â€œnodifferentâ€•in three, â€œsomewhatworseâ€•in two,
and â€œmuchworseâ€•in one. For the ten rest studies, the
motion corrected images were judged to be â€œnodiffer
entâ€•in three, â€œsomewhatworseâ€•in five, and â€œmuch
worseâ€•in two. Worsening of the images after motion
correction appeared to be related to poor tracking of
the heart. Reduced heart to liver and heart to lung
activities were sometimes associated with inaccurate
localization ofthe heartcenter, leading to inappropriate
realignment ofprojection images before reconstruction.
Although heart activity was reduced @5O%in redistri
bution or rest-injected studies, the relation between
accuracyofheart trackingand intensityofheart activity
in the projection data was not a simple one. Heart
activity in a 20 x 20 pixel box positioned over the heart
averaged 9.47 counts/pixel for the three people in which
motion correction degraded the reconstructed stress
image (see above) compared to 10. 16 counts/pixel for
the three people illustratedin Figures 5â€”7with marked
image improvement. Activity in a 10-pixel-wide border
around the heart was also similar, averaging 4.32 and
4.58 counts/pixel, respectively.
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heart (e.g., liver). A more successful approach, the â€œdi
verging squaresâ€•algorithm, was developed to automat
ically provide the heart position and avoid falsely track
ing external uptake or noise regions. By initiating the
tracking process within the heart and expanding to a
final region size which is approximately that of the
heart, noncardiac regions of uptake were found to have
relatively little effect on the identification of the heart
center. The procedure retains, however, the computa
tional efficiencies inherent in the converging squares
approach (16). In addition, the â€œdivergingsquaresâ€•
algorithm is relatively insensitive to noise and requires
no empirical parameters, such as threshold values or
noise statistics.

Errors may nevertheless occur, even with the â€œdi
vergingsquaresâ€•algorithm,in projectionswhereexter
nal regions of thallium uptake overlap the heart. Al
though this was not seen during our exercise patient
studies, it was a significant problem in some rest-in
jected and redistribution thallium studies, which had
relatively high liver uptake, and in some studies with
severe defects in the inferior wall. Similarly, data de
rived from projection images with low heart uptake due
to attenuation tended to be less accurate, since the
diverging squares algorithm attempts to locate regions
of high uptake relative to the surrounding background.
The patient example in Figure 5 illustrates this point.
The upper third of the x-coordinate curve is noisy,
suggesting that the center of the heart was not being
tracked precisely in the left posterior oblique positions
(the most attenuated projections). Despite this problem,
the motion-corrected images are markedly improved
compared to the standard non-motion-corrected im
ages. The effect of eliminating frames with poor heart
to background definition from the raw projection data
set prior to reconstruction is currently being investi
gated, since such frames provide little information on
source activity and may, in fact, degrade overall spatial
resolution.

Eisner et al. (18,19) have recently described a new
technique for detecting(but not correcting)patient mo
tion using frame-to-frame cross-correlation functions of
the summed profiles in the vertical and horizontal
directions of the planar projection images. Phantom
studies showed that a 6-mm axial or transaxial move
ment could be easily detected. Like our diverging
squares approach, this method can be automated and a
hard copy output can be produced. However, errors
may result from large abrupt motions disrupting the
frame-to-frame correlation, or from poor target to back
ground ratio. In addition, the cross-correlation ap
proach does not detect a smooth continuous motion of
the heart, as may occur during â€œupwardcreepâ€•(14).
We have found that this type of motion representsan
important source of reconstruction artifact.

The alignment of projection images consists of shift

ing each projection image to provide a set of heart
positions which follow the projected trajectory ofa fixed
point in space. As mentioned earlier, the choice of phase
and amplitude for a particular sinusoid to model the
projection shift is arbitrary, the only important con
straint being that the sinusoid must be symmetric about
the true axis of rotation of the camera. The amplitude
of the sinusoid is related to the distance of the fixed
point from the camera axis of rotation; to avoid the
possibility of projection data being shifted so far that
the heart falls partially outside of the image matrix,
parameterswere chosen so that the fixed point in space
approximates the normal heart position in the thorax.

Misalignment in an uncorrected data set may also be
related to factors other than patient or organ move
ment, such as center of rotation shifts with angle. Our
procedure does not differentiate among the causes of
misalignment, but globally corrects with a single cor
rection shift. Thus, even in the absence of patient or
organ movement, our procedure will shift the data to
account for center of rotation errors. In our SPECT
system, the manufacturer has implemented center of
rotation correction as an integral part ofthe reconstruc
tion procedure. Thus, the serial application of our
movement correction and the manufacturer's center of
rotation correction could result in over-correction. We
routinely acquire a center of rotation phantom study
for each patient, and examine the resulting correction
factors, which represent horizontal shifts of the projec
tion data. These shifts are always less than one pixel in
magnitude. Since our movement correction procedure
operates with whole pixel shifts, we have chosen not to
disable the manufacturer's center ofrotation correction.
For those systems with largercenter of rotation errors,
and consequently larger correction shifts, the serial use
of movement correction and center of rotation correc
tion could result in artifacts. For those systems which
implement center of rotation correction as a separate
procedure whose output is a shifted set of projection
data, there should be no problem as long as the center
of rotation correction is performed before the move
ment correction procedure.
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